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• Post and Wire • Post Driving • Post Hole Digging  

• With over 25 years experience • Farm Fencing  

• Post and Rail • Stock Yards • Horse Shelters • Frontend Loader  

 Slashing • Pipe Laying to Stock Troughs etc.  

 S1835 Kilfeera Rd, Molyullah Vic 3673  

Email: bustedacre@people.net.au 
0428715155 AH 03 57666338 
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Part 2 
Richard Savage earned a few shillings doing odd 
jobs such as fencing, dam-sinking, drain-digging, 
clearing and shearing for the squatters and grazi-
ers. 
Johanna fed and clothed her large and growing 
family as best she could, making household goods 
and tending the stock. With the nearest school and 
church at Benalla, J 
When Johanna was ill, a girl helping her dropped 
1-year-old Joseph, fracturing his spine. He was 
crippled and hunchbacked for life. 
Despite all this, Johanna’s son Rowland remem-
bered: “Mother taught us to step-dance soon as 
we could walk, the Irish Jig and so on, at which 
she was no mean performer.” 
The little Savages worked on the farm from the 
earliest age possible, chopping wood and carting 
water, digging drains and fencing. 
In 1873 a neighbour, Dan Ginnivan, aged 33, was 
thrown from his horse and killed. He left a widow 
and three young children, whom Richard and 
Johanna befriended. One of the children later mar-
ried Michael’s brother Rowland. 
Michael's Birth; The Rothesay Selection 
Michael Savage was born on March 23rd 1872, 
during a heat wave. For days the temperature 
reached 110F (43C) in the shade. A neighbour, 
Eliza Chivers, delivered Johanna’s eighth and last 
child; in Irish parlance, the ‘tupenny’ child. 
On 17 May 1872, a few months after Michael’s 
birth, his father began to purchase on terms 176 
acres of newly opened land. This was at Rothe-
say, a few kilometres south-west of Tatong. Sav-
age’s first farm, which he now sold, was better 
land and was to become even more desirable with 
the development of the dairy industry in the 1890s. 
But it was prone to flooding, and 1872 was the 
third successive year that it had been under water 
for two or three months. 
It was also surrounded on all sides by the freehold 
blocks of the big graziers Splatt, McCullough and 
Colclough. There was nowhere for Savage to ex-
pand, and by 1872 he was convinced that his sal-
vation lay in a larger mixed farm and crop rotation. 
The move to Rothesay took advantage of adjoin-
ing crown land, and Savage was the first selector 
on the new block. He hoped that each of his seven 
children, upon turning 18, would select 320 acres 
adjacent to their father’s farm.      Rose and four 
brothers later obtained allotments, but only Rose’s 
392 acres were subsequently paid off. 
The Rothesay selection consisted of three         

allotments, of 72, 66 and 14 acres. Included was an 
area set aside for a proposed extension to the rail-
way line. The property was on a secondary road, 
which became Savage’s Lane, linking Tatong to the 
main Benalla-Samaria road. Savage completed his 
purchase of the 72-acre section in 1884, but lost the 
other two. 
The new selection was heavily wooded and difficult 
to clear, and Johanna was ill from an attack of rheu-
matic fever. In 1876 Dr Joseph Henry from Benalla 
diagnosed heart trouble and ordered at least an-
other three months’ complete rest. 
The two eldest children, Rose 15 and Richard 14, 
left school to help on the farm and to care for their 
sick mother and the five younger children. 
Rowland recalled, “I mind well hearing Mother say 
then as always: ‘We are not half thankful enough to 
God for all He does for us’. I was only six, but for 
the life of me I couldn’t see what Mother had to be 
thankful about. I now realise her deep appreciation 
of Father’s good qualities. He didn’t smoke, drink or 
gamble, and was an estimable husband, father and 
citizen.’ 
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Why is it important to pump my septic tank out regularly? 

Over time scum and sludge layers build up in your septic tank, eventually limit-

ing the amount of available liquid. This does not allow the septic tank to perform 

one of its basic functions - to allow for settling of solids below the outlet level. 

The waste will then flow directly on to the next part of the system untreated. If 

this situation persists, the scum and sludge will flow through to the distribution 

field, eventually causing blockages and malfunction - a messy, smelly and costly 

exercise to repair. 

It is recommended that septic tanks are pumped out every 3 - 5 years 
 

 

Call us today to get your septic tank cleaned out 

0447 521 981 
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Please note that the working bee on the Tatong Avenue of 
Trees  has been postponed. 
We need to have public liability insurance in place, once 
this is organised we will reschedule for a later date.            

                                                                               Larissa 

Swanpool News  

Stalwarts are still enjoying informal competition at the 

Bowls Club, whilst our Table Tennis players are ramping 

up for the new season. The Cinema has a fantastic variety 

on our June programme, including screenings of block-

buster "Batman" over the Queen's Birthday weekend, and 

no less than three matinees, including "A Stitch In Time" 

on 17
th
 June, "The Duke" on 24

th
 June, and a family 

friendly special on Sunday 26
th
June , featuring "Clifford the 

Big Red Dog". Our final screenings for the current season 

will feature the heartwarming story of Zimbabwean refu-

gees to Australia who became sommeliers, accompanied 

by a complimentary glass of wine at interval. Pick up a 

programme at the Tavern, or check details online, 

www.swanpoolcinema.com.au 

A QR code to access the home Wifi 
"Use our Wifi!" you enthusiastically tell your 
guests. "The password is... um... starts with..." 
A complicated password, with plenty of numerals 
and special characters amid the upper and lower 
case, is important. Probably the harder to remem-
ber it is, the better it is.  
Fortunately the QR code can step in to help. This 
is done by entrusting your password to a website, 
but several authoritative entities recommend 
qifi.org 
Load up that site, then in the "SSID" box, enter 
the name of your wifi, and in the "Key" box, put in 
your password. I used copy & paste. 
Then click 'Generate' and a QR code will materi-
alise. Export it as an image, or send direct to 
printer. 
Next time a guest wants to use your internet, just 
tell them, "The Wifi's on the fridge." 

SHEPHERDS   
CONTRACTING 

Hay Baling, Net Wrap Rolls,    

Silage, Mowing, Raking 

Will Consider Shares 

Hay and General 

Carting 

46 Ft Drop Deck 

27 Ft Tray Truck 
Pasture Sowing-Direct 
Drilling or Over Sowing 

Pasture Renovation 

HAY FOR SALE 
Prompt and Professional 

Service 

Call Darren 0438850918 

GRETA SOUTH 
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The Insect Debacle: A review of the literature      Hazel Wann   March, 2022.                                           Part 2 

We all know about chemicals used in agriculture and    
gardening and in Europe there is now a recognition of the 
consequences. There are 3 groups of pesticides:  organo-
phosphates, neonicotinoids (e.g. acetamiprid), and       
pyrethroids.   The EU has banned the use of 3 neonicoti-
noids and France has banned a further 2. Toronto, Paris 
and Copenhagen are pesticide free without being overrun 
with cockroaches and flies.  In conservative Bavaria where 
industrial agriculture rules and after the Krefeld publication, 
1.7 million voters (a fifth of the electorate) indicated they 
had had enough by going out to sign a petition in mid-
winter for insect diversity. They’d had enough of the      
absence of crickets, bumble bees, butterflies and skylarks.  
The voting numbers were sufficient to enable the           
government to pass the petition into law. 
But there is argument and on one side a strong 'anti' 
chemical view from organisations like Friends of the Earth, 
Sierra Club and The Guardian, and the other side who 
accuse them of lying or exaggerating.  For the common 
reader this is difficult but given the potential nasty outcome 
of using poisons I think it better to err on the 'anti' side.   
 
Aside from poisoning insects either deliberately or as a 
consequence of poisoning something else, we destroy 
their habitat with monoculture agriculture, and indirectly 
through climate change, killing their food sources.  Insect 
migrations, like those of birds are timed for some purpose.  
Incorrect temperatures can mean that food sources for 
them are not yet available when they arrive so they die and 
the creatures waiting to feed on them lose this resource. 
Climatic mismatches are increasing.   Bees take tempera-
ture as their cue but many of the plants they like take it 
from day-length. Land clearing for plantations, housing 
settlements, industrial sites, mines, roads destroy habitat 
and food sources.  We might need these things but we 
don't pay attention to insects when an environmental    
assessment is undertaken for any of such projects. 
 
There are other problems.  Lights at night destroy moths 
for they think lights are the moon.  Around one third die of 
exhaustion fluttering around lights. Continual light (on 
around one quarter of the earth's surface) interferes with 
pollination, development of young insects, and feeding 
ability. These creatures are hard wired to light and no light.  
In Germany now city buildings have to dim their lights at 
night.  In the US bees abandon their hives and no one 
knows why. The industrial farming of the honeybee, mov-
ing them around countries to service crops has, according 
to one  American apiarist, brought his bees to a parlous 
state so that when they return from the chemical laden 
Californian orchards to the eastern states, their immune 
systems are weakened.. 
 
We are also hampered by generational memory.   If you 
grew up when driving in the country meant smashed insect 
on your windscreens, you think it normal and wonder why 
they are less or have disappeared.  If you grow up in after 
insect decline you might not care or even realise.  We   
accept the world we see and grow up in as the norm and 
this sets our expectations.  In turn this lowers standards as 
the base line is shifted.  So we are blinded by this and do 
not see what is missing and even though some memory is 
accessible through our parents and grandparents, this 
blunting of memory handicaps our response.  The         
observations found in field guides often suffer from this 
problem.                                                                               

It has been found that grouse in Norway, where they are not 
hunted, behave differently to grouse in Scotland, and the land-
scape is different, not because it is different but because in 
Scotland grouse country is kept bare of trees and shrubbery 
whilst in Norway grouse live in forest.  Similarly the Turtle 
Dove in the UK, described as a farm bird, takes farm land as 
second best because it’s preferred thicket, the hedge, has 
gone. 
Entomology too has a problem. Its nature is imprecise which 
means that estimates are often wrong.  Publicity warning of 
debacles has a kickback if the debacle is not as bad as it was 
thought to be.  Yet publicity is not achieved when moderation 
is used.   
 
Why do insects matter so much? 

They are the pollinators, the vacuum cleaners, the nutrient 
processors, the pest predators and the food source for other 
insects and birds, for fish and various mammals on who even 
more depend including us.  The pollinators are the foundation 
of our food supply. Without them our food range is narrowed to 
mainly grain crops which are wind pollinated. A diet of grain 
flours is an insufficient builder of health and even more so if 
cropping soils no longer have the required nutrients.  Elaine 
Ingham, a leading soil scientist, tells us that the list of soil nutri-
ents is growing as soil science develops, nutrients not even 
considered in fertiliser manufacture. So without bees, wasps, 
moths, mosquitoes and others we lose most of our food.  
Chocolate will not exist without flies.  Moths, wasps, flies,    
beetles and hover flies pollinate the plants bees don't like. 
Even mosquitoes play a role in pollinating and are a major 
source of food for others.  Earthworms process and turn over 
the nutrients, dung beetles keep our pastures clean and     
process nutrients found in faeces.  Cockroaches deal with  
detritus.  And this is the tip of the iceberg because those we 
don't know about or understand, may be supporting something 
that is critical to mammal well being. To destroy a species is to 
cut a thread in the network of life on Earth. To tear a hole in 
that net is very dangerous and losing a species means losing 
all its associated diversity. 
 
What do insects like? 

Insects, generally speaking, like vegetative chaos. It's safe and 
full of food. A 3D view of a small space of undisturbed land is a 
thick carpet of insect homes that rise up into the bark of trees.  
Messiness is preferable to neatness. They like a reasonably 
consistent climate cycle in order to provide the food at the right 
time and for their breeding cycles to fit in with that climate   
cycle. In some areas of Australia where there is little cropping, 
stable land practices and no clearing or stubble burning, in-
sects might do quite well. That doesn't mean that poisons 
aren't used. In Europe croppers are being encouraged to use 
no-till planting and to interplant with local wildflowers.  Clean 
waterways are preferable and many countries have paid atten-
tion to this. Aquatic insects are an indication of water quality 
and they are a fundamental to the food chain. Some entomolo-
gists suggest that gardens are important havens for beneficial 
insects and such areas can improved by piling tree and shrub 
prunings in hidden corners of the garden. Even small piles of 
logs left to rot are havens. A square meter of long grass can 
play a role, with a cut in late summer. The fallen leaves of   
deciduous trees have a near perfect carbon nitrogen ratio and 
provide ground dwelling insects with cover and food. Garden 
pests usually only take hold when plants are stressed by soil 
type or climate or are over fed with nitrogen fertilisers. 
 
                                                               Continued Next Month 
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We had a small, but enthusiastic, fun loving, patriotic, gen-
erous bunch of people turn up for the Anzac Day Two Up 
game.  Thanks to the emptying of the pockets, we donated 
$500 to the Anzac Appeal. Great Effort! 
Tatong Tavern has turned Green…………… you may have 
noticed there is a new solar system installed out the back of 
the pub.  We personally live off grid, so it was a shock to get 
an electricity bill.  By implementing this system, we hope to 
firstly, help the environment and secondly, ensure the lon-
gevity of the pub by keeping overheads down and by updat-
ing with more efficient equipment!   We also “recycle” food 
waste via the chooks, that come back to the pub as eggs, 
you know the saying….What goes around…. And we have a 
little worm farm brewing out the back. 
Classic Cars will be stopping by the pub on Friday 27

th
 May 

at lunch time, so call in for a quick squizz. 
Heads up the pub will be closed on Saturday 28

th
 May for 

a private function, so no meals or bar service on that night. 
 

The government has a mid week dining incentive available 
to encourage diners to spend up. Dine out Monday to 
Thursday, spend $40 or more, keep your receipt and claim 
back 25% of your bill.  So come on down and claim your 
rebate! 
Finally, all the ducks are lining up and a date has been set 
to start on our new kitchen……Late June… I can’t tell you 
how excited we all are about this. YaY!!  This rebuild will 
take about two weeks (we hope) and we haven’t quite fig-
ured out yet, if we can provide meals, we may have to close 
the kitchen altogether, so stay tuned via Facebook or the 
sandwich board out the front on what we are up to. 
Stay Warm 
Stuart and Melisse 

Hefted to their land. 
   If you were to look up the meaning of heft, your diction-
ary might say something along the lines of, ‘to lift, to test 
the weight’, just as hefty means heavy. In the north of the 
UK, however, it has another, totally different, meaning… 
   Typically in winter in the north of the UK, as in many 
places in the Northern Hemisphere, farm animals are 
brought to sheltered fields near the farmhouse and fed 
hay. On some farms the animals winter in barns. 
   Once spring arrives and the snow starts to thaw, the 
animals are ‘sent out’ to graze. In Yorkshire and Cumbria 
this means all the farmers’ animals grazing together on 
open common land in higher country. This use of com-
mon grazing land goes back centuries. These areas are 
vast and unfenced.  
   Originally, the animals would have been shepherded to 
ensure they stayed on the correct common grazing land. 
Over the years, the animals learnt to know where they 
should be and they passed this on to their offspring. 

Shepherds were no longer required.    
    The area the animals graze is called their heft and they 
know where good pasture and shelter are to be found. The 
learning process is called hefting and the animals are said to 
be hefted to their land. 
   The Herdwick (pictured) is considered the hardiest sheep 
in the UK. It is mainly found in Cumbria (England’s Lake Dis-
trict). 
   More than 60% of the Lake District fell is common grazing 
land. 
   Janette and I have a few cows. Janette’s uncle, Lex, 
started farming here in about 1952. As far as we can ascer-
tain, ours has been a closed herd from way back then, cer-
tainly since well be-
fore I first came to 
Molyullah in 1976. 
Closed herd means 
that no females have 
been bought in – 
they have all been 
bred here – only 
bulls have been 
bought in. 
   For that reason, we 
consider that our cows are hefted to our land – they know 
where they belong. They could easily go bush if they wanted 
to. 
   This has been about four legged animals, but I suspect 
many of us two legged animals are also well and truly 
hefted… 
John Knapper. 
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Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total 

2012 82.5 94.0 184.9 18.1 35 57.6 115.8 92.1 35.5 34 28 30.1 773.6 

2013 1.8 52.4 85.5 8.4 43.0 60.1 112.1 141.1 61.2 27.5 26.2 65.3 684.6 

2014 33.9 16.4 86.4 89.6 82.8 146.5 98.8 9.8 68.5 20.4 58.5 64.2 775.8 

2015 44.7 29.1 5.7 87.4 70 33.7 97.3 69.4 25.7 13.7 55.5 81.7 613.9 

2016 69.7 11.9 36.9 38.5 117.2 110.5 142.8 108.4 172.1 91.4 50.1 101.3 1050.8 

2017 67.6 36.2 49.1 61.7 52.5 6.5 92.1 112.4 23.9 100.1 29.3 118.9 760.3 

2018 34.3 6.4 24.9 13.7 49.8 67.2 52.8 81.2 25.1 22.3 75 73.1 525.8 

2019 27.7 13.2 23.8 22.7 105 72.9 83.7 49.4 51.3 34.9 37.9 40.8 563.3 

2020 63.6 35.6 88.4 207.2 53 77 43.5 66.8 49.4 132 34.1 40.7 891.3 

2021 76.6 47.8 39.6 8.2 66.5 99.3 154.9 51.5 92.6 66.5 111 40.5 855 

2022 219.3 4.8 72.7 81.4         378.2 

WEATHER IN THE TATONG TOWNSHIP 
For the whole month of April there was 81.4mm of rain and for May, up until the 15

th
, 17mm. We are spoilt somewhat 

with plenty of the wet stuff for farmers and home gardeners but without the devastation of flooding up north. 
Speaking of water and here is a spiritual guide for life. Be like water: formless yet resolute, soft yet relentless, clear and 
still, seeking the lowest to find the highest. In so doing you will find the Tao and will never be stopped. (From the book 
Taoism for beginners by A. and A Simpkins.) 
Mike Larkin                                     
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Tattler Advertising Rates    Inc num: A0047895K 

Full Page                Half Page    Quarter (or 2x1/8th): 

Single Issue:   $32   $16   $8 

Six Issues: $180   $85 $45 

Eleven Issues: $320 $160 $80 

 

PAYMENT 

EFT: BSB 803078  A/C 135720  a/c name: Tatong Tattler 
Goulburn Murray Credit Union, 30 Bridge Street, Benalla 
Please identify your payment, & e-mail details to Tattler. 

General or public interest articles of at least 150 words 
(not a repeat of the ad.) may incorporate up to a 1/8 page 
ad. free. Advertorial style articles under this category must 
be labelled “Promotional Feature”. 

FORMAT (ATTENTION  ADVERTISERS!) 
For pre-formatted advertisements, the size of a “half page” 
is 13.6cm x 19cm, and “quarter page” 13.6cm x 9.3cm.  
To avoid distortion to your image, please fit your 
advertisement to these sizes. 

The Tatong Tattler is set up in Microsoft Publisher. Text 
can be submitted in the body of an email; or in file formats 
such as .doc, .docx, .rtf, or .txt. Photos (i.e. JPGs) can be 
attached, to be laid out by editor. 

If layout is important, submit your work as an image, or in 
MS Publisher. If laid out in a Word document, contents will 
be copied into Publisher. However, the Editor will have an 
idea of your preferred layout.  

The content of a PDF file can be difficult to extract. 

If you require help, contact a Tattler committee-member. 

 

DEADLINE 

The Tattler Deadline is end of the 20th of the month, 
January-November.  

 

SUBMISSIONS / CONTACT 

Submit via e-mail to tatongtattler@yahoo.com.au, leave in 
the Tattler Mailbox beside the Tavern, or send by post to 
the Secretary. 

Secretary: Linda De Fazio, PO Box 588 Benalla 3671,  
03 5766 6375  linda.defazio6@gmail.com 

 

Arrange your copy of the 

Tatong Tattler!Tatong Tattler!  
Have a printed copy delivered within Tatong district, 

Or download it in Techni-colour from  
anywhere in the world! 

 

The Tattler is Delivered free to Tatong & surrounding 
Districts. The PDF file (Colour) may be downloaded by 
anyone, anywhere, from www.tatongtattler.org.au 

To arrange Tattler delivery, or to be notified when the PDF 
is available, contact us via tatongtattler@yahoo.com.au 

DONATIONS 

A donation of $1 per issue, or $10 per year, is appreciated 
& helps cover costs. The Tattler is managed, produced 
and distributed entirely by volunteers. 

Donations can be given to committee members, left in the 
locked Box by the Tavern, or sent by EFT (see above). 


